Perfectly
Tailored
Designed to Create Lasting Memories
z
BY ALANA WILLIS
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or Stan and Peggy Rosenbrock, the
kitchen of their dreams was decades in
the making. After over 40 years at their
previous home, which they had built
themselves, the Rosenbrocks worked
in conjunction with general contractor
Jeff Teater of Teater Construction
Company to design the perfect home
for their current stage of life.
While the house itself is a triumph of home construction, its
crown jewel is the kitchen, a welcoming space that Stan and
Peggy lovingly planned and designed down to the smallest detail.
After so many years at their previous residence, the Rosenbrocks,
especially Peggy, had definite ideas about how their new kitchen
should look and function.
“We lived in our previous home for 41 years,” says Peggy.
“In that era, the kitchen was a room that was secluded from the
rest of the house. When cooking, I was never able to be a part of
conversation or whatever was going on in the rest of the house.
For this reason, we chose to have an open-concept kitchen in our
new home. I love that I can see the
patio, the living room, and the dining
room. It is more fun to cook when you
are basically in the same room with
everyone else.”
The Rosenbrocks’ open-concept
kitchen transitions seamlessly from
the family room, allowing for endless
opportunities to socialize and entertain
while preparing meals. The smooth
flow from room to room is attained
through the use of locally-sourced
5-inch hickory hardwood flooring in
a walnut stain by Palo Duro, as well
as by keeping a similar color palette
throughout, with walls in a light, muted
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Modern black stainless appliances by Samsung complement the timeless white cabinetry, quartz countertops and marble tile backsplash.
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shade of Pavilion Beige by Sherwin Williams. The subtle,
inviting color provides warmth as it perfectly offsets the
cream-colored cabinetry from the Medallion Platinum
Series. “We wanted a light yet sophisticated kitchen, so
we chose cream colored cabinets,” explains Peggy. Oil
rubbed bronze hardware and sink fixtures bring all the
decorative elements of the Rosenbrocks’ kitchen together
while providing a touch of understated elegance.
Black stainless Samsung appliances provide just
the right balance for the Rosenbrocks’ modern yet
traditional kitchen. A refrigerator complete with touchscreen interface, double oven, cooktop, microwave,
and dishwasher highlight the design elements of Stan
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and Peggy’s kitchen without looking out of place amidst
their stylish surroundings. The appliances came highly
recommended by their son, who has similar Samsung
appliances in his kitchen. Not only do Stan and Peggy
love the look and efficiency of the appliances, but they
also appreciate the WiFi connectivity for a “smart kitchen”
of the future!
One of the most stunning aspects of the Rosenbrocks’
kitchen, the Smokey Mountain granite countertops
was also one of the biggest design challenges during
construction. “We had a difficult time finding the ‘perfect’
granite for the kitchen countertop,” Peggy recalls. “We
visited the showroom multiple times and never walked
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“Building a new home is much like being
pregnant,” says Peggy. “Once you have the
baby, you forget about the pain and the
process leading up to the birth.”
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away with a slab that made us go WOW. As the timeframe
for the installation grew closer, we chose a slab that we
felt might work. We started looking on the internet at
finished counters using that granite and quickly realized
that we had made a huge mistake!”
As luck would have it, the Rosenbrocks saw the
perfect countertop match
for their dream kitchen
in the remnant yard of
Stone Concepts Colorado
as they were leaving an
appointment with the
granite team- but it already
belonged to another
customer. Not only that,
Stan and Peggy needed
three slabs’ worth of granite
for their kitchen build.
Fortunately the company
was able to coordinate to have eight slabs of the granite
shipped in so the Rosenbrocks could choose exactly the
color and pattern they were looking for- now that’s going
above and beyond!
Perhaps the most show-stopping element of the
Rosenbrocks’ dream kitchen, the custom backsplash
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ties countertops, appliances, and cabinetry together for
a picture-perfect finish. Crafted with designer diamondcut marbled tile adorned with small, eye-catching square
bullets at each corner, the backsplash makes a statement
without overpowering the rest of the kitchen design. It
creates the perfect transition between the stark black
stainless range hood and the
rich, swirling pattern of the
granite countertop.
The Rosenbrocks are no
strangers to elaborate home
construction projects; they
helped design and build their
first home over four decades
ago, when Stan was 24 and
Peggy was 21. “At that stage
of our lives, bi-level homes
were very popular and stairs
were not an issue,” remarks
Peggy. “Fast forward 41 years and we found ourselves in
our mid-60’s, with joint issues and those stairs we used to
run up and down had become a challenge. We needed a
home that would better function for us now as well as in
the future.”
Stan and Peggy’s changing needs for their home

inspired them to call upon Jeff Teater of Teater
Construction, a general contractor whom they could
trust to build their dream house that would take them
into the next chapter of their lives. “After being in
construction for 18 years, Stan was well aware of the
corners that get cut and some of the structural integrity
issues that could result,” says Peggy. “We chose Teater
construction because of the extra care given to the
bones of our house.” Along with project manager Dave
Anderson, Teater was able to build the ideal home for
the Rosenbrocks. Peggy remembered her reaction the
first time she saw the completed kitchen space she had
dreamt of for so long. “I wanted to cry when I first saw my
kitchen! I have been designing this in my head for 20-plus
years and to see it finally take shape was emotional to say
the least.”
When it comes to advice for homeowners who are
about to embark on a new build or remodel for their
kitchen, Peggy and Stan have some words of wisdom:
“Building a new home is much like being pregnant,” says
Peggy. “Once you have the baby, you forget about the
pain and the process leading up to the birth.”

As for making critical decisions and looking for design
inspiration, Peggy believes following your instincts is the
best way to go. “The kitchen is the heart of the home and
needs to be a reflection of the people who live there. I
spent a lot of time on websites like Pinterest, Houzz, and
Build.com, gathering ideas that could give me direction
through the process. I was not as focused on current
trends as I was on a timeless look. My advice on choosing
your finishes is to find what speaks to you and go with
your gut. If you walk away unsure, then it’s probably time
to keep looking. Don’t compromise!”
The Rosenbrocks had a wonderful time this past
Father’s Day testing out their new open-concept kitchen,
and Peggy was delighted by how well she and Stan could
entertain without missing out on the family fun. “It is such
a pleasure to be a part of every conversation and enjoy
the party along with everyone else,” Peggy says of her
dream kitchen. “It is also the perfect space for working on
projects with our grandkids because clean up is a snap!
We look forward to sharing good food and making many
memories with friends and family.”
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Samsung’s microwave combination wall
oven with Flex Duo feature LED light
illuminated knobs and Wi-Fi connectivity.

Appliances by

Teater Constuction Company is Brighton’s premier
homebuilder and was established in 1973 by Jeff Teater.
Teater Construction is a local family-owned and operated
builder of well crafted, semi-custom and custom single
family homes committed to meeting the needs of your
lifestyle.

Coggin Brothers is a family-owned cabinet dealer &
designer serving Colorado for over 30 years. They work
with contractors and homeowners alike to design and
deliver exactly what their clients want. Their focus is on
providing great products, service and pricing.
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Teater Construction

303-941-2453
jeffteater@yahoo.com
TeaterConstruction.com

303-840-0585
info@CogginBros.com
CogginBros.com

